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ABSTRACT 
This article presents an algorithm and a structured methodology to address the issue of 
the optimisation of resources when clearing snow from stretches of the manoeuvring 
area of an airport. This overall issue is how to best utilise limited resources to remove 
snow from taxiways and runways so as to leave surfaces in an acceptable state for 
aircraft operations. To achieve this the airfield is divided into subsets of significant 
stretches for the purpose of operations and target times are set at which these are to be 
open to aircraft traffic. The manoeuvring area is also divided into zones, with the 
condition that the subsets of significant stretches lie within just one of these zones. The 
mathematical model contains operating restrictions with regard to the fulfilment of 
partial operational targets applied to the subsets of significant stretches, and also 
concerning the snow-clearing machines. The problem is solved by an iterative 
optimisation process based on linear programming applied successively to the zones 
that make up the manoeuvring area during each iteration. The method is particularised 
for the case of the manoeuvring area of Adolfo Suarez Madrid - Barajas Airport. 
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1. Introduction 
With increasing demand at airports it is important to ensure that down-time is kept to a 
minimum. In winter, snow on the manoeuvring area can be a serious impediment and 
having a correctly designed and well co-ordinated Winter Plan in place can help to 
overcome most contingencies. This article shows how it is possible to optimise the 
snow-clearing operation at an airport thereby achieving significant savings in time and 
minimising disruption. The time savings achieved may be as much as 30%.  
The problem is that the methods used in the case of a significant increase in demand are 
not effective or consistent in dealing with situations where there is a reduction in 
capacity. This is because they do not take account of variables that reduce the airport’s 
normal capacity, such as meteorological variables, or because they are not applied in co-
ordination with other affected airports (Eurocontrol, Airport CDM Coordination Group, 
2009). 
The objective of the operating procedures for dealing with snow conditions is to clear 
the airfield to ensure the safe operation of airside traffic. There is a need to develop 
tools to manage Winter Operations and procedures for estimating the friction coefficient 
of the pavements of contaminated runways(EASA, 2010). 
There is a need to develop operational tools to assist in optimising the use of airport 
resources and infrastructure during Winter Operations. (AENA, S.A., 2013). 
The resources for clearing snow at an airport are scarce and their use must be optimised 
both when clearing the airfield and when de-icing aircraft. Following heavy snowfall, an 
airport faces a contingency situation which it must be prepared for by adequate sizing of 
the physical and human resources, and appropriate education and training. 
Within the context of discrete-time optimisation models for tactical production 
planning, this paper provides an algorithm for optimising the sequence for clearing 
stretches of the manoeuvring area so as to achieve better management of resources. The 
LP model is solved using a CPLEX branch-and-bound algorithm. 
2. Methodology for solving the problem of RM-MA 
2.1. Algorithmic for tackling the problem of RM-MA 
The algorithm for solving the problem of the management of resources in the Winter 
Plan for clearing snow from the manoeuvring area of an airport shall be known as RM-
MA. It will tackle the problem using a scheduling theory approach by considering a 
machine that removes snow from contaminated runways and taxiways. 
The problem may be stated as: 
1/pi, δij/ωzlz mix
 
Given a set J = (1, 2, ..., n) of N nodes which comprise a manoeuvring area. Each stretch 
between two nodes corresponds to stretch of the manoeuvring area from which snow 
must be removed to provide service to a set I = (1, 2, ..., z) of Z aircraft that must land / 
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take-off / park within a planned period of time. Therefore, the queue of stretches to be 
cleared forms a set J’=(i1, i2,...,ik, ik+1,...,im) of M elements. Given the complex 
geometry of the manoeuvring area there might be stretches where clearing may be 
repeated to ensure that all the stretches are cleared. Therefore,  m≥n. We find that m=n 
only where the geometry of the manoeuvring area is very simple, as one can imagine, 
and as will be seen in this study. 
We will consider H significant areas in the manoeuvring area. Each of these significant 
areas corresponds to a subset i of the stretches of the set J = (1, 2, ..., n) of N stretches 
that make up the manoeuvring area. 
Each subset of significant points consists of one or more stretches i, and form H subsets 
whose union J’  J. Where Jz is a subset of set J’ = (J1, J2,…,Jz,…, Jh). Where t is a 
stretch of the subset Jz = (1, 2,…, t,…, qz), which has qz stretches of the set J and that 
only belong to Jz, not belonging to any other subset of significant points of the apron. 
Therefore:   
J1J2…Jz…Jh =J’ J    Jz=(1,2,…,t,…,qz)  J 
JiJj= with i,j(1,2,…,z,…,h) 
The H subsets of significant points for a generic manoeuvring area are: 
 JRWY-Ai: Subset of stretches that make up runway i and rapid exit taxiways, up to 
access to the apron. 
 JRWY-Di: Subset of stretches that make up take-off runway i and access taxiways 
to the head-of-runway, from the corresponding de-icing aprons. 
 JZDe-icek: Subset of stretches of de-icing area k. 
 JAPR: Subset of stretches of the aircraft parking apron, consisting of the inners of 
the apron. 
 JAPR-ZDe-icek: Subset of stretches that provide access to de-icing apron k from the 
exit gate of the apron. 
As previously mentioned, target times are set for significant areas of the manoeuvring 
area. For the abovementioned subsets these times are: rRWY-Ai, rRWY-Di, rZDe-icek, rAPR and 
rAPR-ZDe-icek. 
Thus the main aim of the management of machines is to clear snow from each 
significant area as soon as possible. These intermediate finishing times for the 
significant areas are: RRWY-Ai, RRWY-Di, RZDe-icek, RAPR and RAPR-ZDe-icek. 
The data is as follows: 
 Z0: time at which the process of clearing snow from the manoeuvring area is 
initiated.  
 pi: time taken to clear snow from stretch i, bearing in mind the following 
parameters: 
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o li: length of stretch i. 
o v: velocity of the snow-clearing convoy. Technology is implicit in this 
parameter since the yield of surface area cleared per unit of time depends 
on the velocity v at which the convoy advances. 
o The velocity when crossing from one taxiway to another is taken to be 
half the velocity v along a safety stretch just before and after the 









 δij: with a value of 1 if stretch j can be cleared after i, value of 0 in the remainder 
(this takes the compatibility between one stretch and another into account, in 
line with the continuity of the layout). 
 rtotal: estimated time at which the manoeuvring area is cleared.  
 rz: estimated time at which subset z of significant stretches of the manoeuvring 
area is clear.  
The variables of the model are: 
 xijk: decision variable, where xijk=1 if stretch i directly precedes j in the kth 
position; otherwise xijk=0; 
 sik: time at which clearing of stretch i in the kth position starts; 
 Rik: actual time at which stretch i is cleared; 
 Rmax: maximum time for completing the removal of snow from the manoeuvring 
area. 
 Rmax z: actual time at which subset z of each subset of significant stretches that 
make up that subset is cleared.   
 
𝑅𝑧 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑅1, 𝑅2, … , 𝑅𝑞𝑧} where Jz= (1, 2,…, t,…, qz)  J  
 
 ltotal: delay in the manoeuvring area, defined as ltotal=Rmax-rtotal. 
 lz: delay in the subset of significant stretches z of the manoeuvring area, given 
by lz=Rmax z-rz.  
 pik: length of time for clearing snow from stretch i in the kth position. Note: 
There are stretches in which snow can be cleared in just one pass and others, 
such as the runways, which require several passes and with different 
configurations of the machines. The equations of the model must be capable of 
clearing snow even from taxiways that have no exit, in other words, cul-de-sacs. 
In such cases the clearing time is doubled as the team has to go down the stretch, 
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perform a U-turn and then return along the same stretch. However, the model is 
free to apply the same manoeuvre to passable stretches. For this reason the 
clearing time of a stretch depends on both the stretch and its position k in the 
queue. 
The U-turn has been modelled using a semi-circular arc the radius of which is 
equal to the radius of turn of the snow-clearing machines at a safety speed v/2. 
Therefore: 
 For stretches i which are passable in position k: 
𝑝𝑖
𝑘 = 𝑝𝑖 
 For stretches i which require a U-turn in position k: 
𝑝𝑖




Model to solve the problem 
1/pi, δij/ωzlz mix
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1    nk ,...,1      (1.5) 
𝑠𝑗
𝑘+1 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀 ≥ 𝑅𝑖
𝑘 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀 ∙ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘  ni ,...,1 nj ,...,1 nk ,...,1 i j   (1.6) 
𝑅𝑖
𝑘 ≤ 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥     1,...,i n  mk ,...,1   (1.7) 
𝑅𝑖
𝑘 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀 ≥ 𝑠𝑖
𝑘 + 𝑝𝑖
𝑘 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀 ∙ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘   1,...,i n  mk ,...,1 i j
 (1.8) 
𝑝𝑖
𝑘 ≥ 𝑝𝑖     1,...,i n     (1.9) 
𝑝𝑖
𝑘 + 2𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀 ≥ 2𝑝𝑖 + 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑛_𝑔𝑖𝑟𝑜 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔𝑀 ∙ (𝑥𝑙𝑖
𝑘−1 + 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 )  ni ,...,1 mk ,...,2
 i j   nlj ,...,1,  only if 𝑗 = 𝑙 𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑙𝑗 = 1    (1.10) 
𝑠1
1 ≥ 𝑅0     nj ,...,1     (1.11) 
𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑘 =0   𝑖 ∈ 𝑟𝑤𝑦 nj ,...,1  mk   i j    (1.12) 
𝑅𝑡
𝑘 ≤ 𝑅max 𝑧    hz ,...,1  zqt ,...,1  mk ,...,1  (3.13) 
𝑙𝑧 ≥ 𝑅max 𝑧 − 𝑟𝑧   hz ,...,1      (3.14a) 
𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ≥ 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙   hz ,...,1     (3.14b) 
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with the addition of: 
 1,0kijx  ),(, jik   𝑠𝑖
𝑘 , 𝑅𝑖
𝑘 , 𝑝𝑖
𝑘 ≥ 0 ik  ,  𝑙𝑧 ≥ 0 z  𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑍0 ≥ 0 
0 ≤ 𝑖 ,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ≤ 1  𝑟𝑧 ≥ 0 y𝑅𝑧 ≥ 0 hz ,...,1  
Bl is a parameter that makes each of the sums that intervene in the objective function 
(4.2) non-dimensional. Bl is given by the expression: 




for hz ,...,1 . 
Restriction (1.2) ensures continuity between stretches. Restriction (1.3) requires 
clearing to begin at stretch 1 with no restriction on the finishing stretch. Restriction 
(1.4) requires all stretches to be in the queue and, furthermore, they can be there on 
more than one occasion. Restriction (1.5) requires each position k to be an exact arc. 
Restriction (1.6) means that there is separation between two successive cleared 
stretches. Restriction (1.7) defines the maximum length of time for clearing stretches. 
Inequality (1.8) defines Rik as the sum of sik and pik, when i precedes j in the kth position. 
Inequality (1.9) states that the minimum processing time of each stretch i in the kth 
position is pi, in other words, as if the stretch was passable. Inequality (1.10) deals with 
the situation where the stretch is processed in both directions, in other words, those 
cases in which stretch j which continues on from stretch i in the k+1th position is equal 
to stretch l which precedes stretch i in the k-1th position, or where j belongs to the set of 
stretches that contact l, i.e., 𝛿𝑙𝑗 = 1. Inequality (1.11) requires the start time of the first 
stretch 1 to be greater than the start time of the Winter Plan in manoeuvring area Z0. 
Inequality (1.12) is an operating restriction which establishes that stretches that form the 
runways must not be the final stretches in the queue of stretches to processed, rwy being 
the subset of stretches that form the runways. Restriction (3.13) defines Rmax z for each 
subset z of significant stretches. The inequalities (3.14a) and (3.14b) define lz for each 
set z of significant stretches, and ltotal for the whole manoeuvring area, respectively.  
The problem is now defined for the entire manoeuvring area. However, taking the 
conclusions resulting from the analysis into account we propose a method of problem-
solving that divides the manoeuvring area into W zones and establishes connecting 
stretches that become the starting and end points of each of the proposed zones. 
Therefore, we will consider W zones in the manoeuvring area and each of these zones 
will correspond to a subset i of stretches of the set J = (1, 2, ..., n) of N stretches that 
make up the manoeuvring area. 
Each zone consists of one or more stretches i, and form W subsets whose union Zn’ is 
equal to J. Where the subset Znz of the set Zn’ = (Zn1, Zn2,…,Znz,…, Znw) = J. = J. 
Where stretch y is one of the stretches belonging to the subset Znz= (1, 2,…, y,…, pz). 
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Zone Znz has pz stretches of set J which only belong to Znz and do not belong to any 
other zone of the manoeuvring area. Therefore: 
Zn1Zn2…Znz…Znh = Zn’ = J ZniZnj=  con i,j (1,2,…,z,…,w) 
Each zone starts in stretch 1 and ends in any of the stretches that share a common vertex 
with stretch 1 of the next zone. This vertex is called Final Node and endnode is the 
subset of stretches that converge on the final node. The inequality which requires the 











 endnodei  mk        (5.15) 
Therefore, inequality (5.15) replaces inequality (1.12) in all zones except the last one, 
Znw, and is an operational restriction that establishes that the clearing of each zone must 
finish through one of the stretches contained in the subset of endnode stretches defined 
for each of the zones. 
According to the results of the analysis, the recommended number of stretches in each 
zone should be between 30 and 40, and should not exceed 50. 
The subsets of the target stretches must be completely contained in one of the zones into 
which the manoeuvring area is divided so that only the affected subset will be included 
in each partial solution. In other words, for any Ji = (1, 2,…, t,…, qi)  J, with i (1, 
2,…, z,…, h), Ji belongs to a single zone Znj, with j  (1, 2,…, z,…, w). 
The solution is achieved via successive iterations to approach the final solution. In each 
iteration the w zones are processed in the following order: Zone 1, Zone 2, ..., Zone z, 
..., Zone w.  
An outline of the process for arriving at a solution is given in Figure 1. It has the 
following data and variables: 
Iteration data: 
Each zone has common data, such as pi, ij, which is independent of the iteration of the 
process. The first zone starts with an origin time equal to 0 minutes. The next zone 
Zn1starts with an origin time of el RmaxZn1, the next zone Zn2 has a time of RmaxZn2, and so 
on so that in Znw, RmaxZnw=Rmax which is the entire manoeuvring area for the actual 
iteration of the process. The target data of each subset is adjusted with each iteration, 
thereby approximating the estimated times to the results of the previous iteration. So, 
for iteration In, the target datartotal, rRWY-Ai, rRWY-Di, rZDe-icek, rAPR, rAPR-ZDe-icek adjust to the 
results of iteration In-1 RRWY-Ai, RRWY-Di, RZDe-icek, RAPR, RAPR-ZDe-icek. 
Iteration variables: 
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For each zone the variables are sik, Rik, pik, xijk y Rmax, with the addition of Rmax zand lzin 
the subsets of significant stretches within each zone. The value Rmax of one zone is the 
origin of the times in the following zone, as explained in the paragraph above. The 
variables resulting from a given iteration In are RRWY-Ai, RRWY-Di, RZDe-icek, RAPR, RAPR-
ZDe-icek and lRWY-Ai, lRWY-Di, lZDe-icek, lAPR and lAPR-ZDe-icek, with the variables 
RmaxZnwIn=RmaxIn and ltotalZnwIn=ltotalIn. 
The process is finished when in iteration Iz the times are not better than those achieved 
in iteration Iz-1. The final result of iteration Iz for the variables is RRWY-Ai, RRWY-Di, RZDe-
icek, RAPR, RAPR-ZDe-icek and lRWY-Ai, lRWY-Di, lZDe-icek, lAPR y lAPR-ZDe-icek, with the variables 
RmaxZnwIz=RmaxIz and ltotalZnwIz=ltotalIz. 
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  Data Zn1 
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ijIteration 
 Data Zn2 
pi, 
ijIteration 
   DataZnz 
pi, 
ijIteration 




 rtotal rRWY-Ai rRWY-Di rZDe-icek rAPR rAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration 1  
              
I1 Z0=0 Zn1 
Equations 




































              
  RmaxRWY-Ai RmaxRWY-Di RmaxZDe-icek RmaxAPR RmaxAPR-ZDe-icek and lRWY-Ai lRWY-Di lZDe-icek lAPR lAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration 1  
              
 rtotal rRWY-Ai rRWY-Di rZDe-icek rAPRrAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration 2  
              
I2 Z0=0 Zn1 
Equations 




































              
  RmaxRWY-Ai RmaxRWY-Di RmaxZDe-icek RmaxAPR RmaxAPR-ZDe-icek and lRWY-Ai lRWY-Di lZDe-icek lAPR lAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration 2  
              
…              
              
 rtotal rRWY-Ai rRWY-Di rZDe-icek rAPR rAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration n  
              
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In Z0=0 Zn1 
Equations 




































              
  RmaxRWY-Ai RmaxRWY-Di RmaxZDe-icek RmaxAPR RmaxAPR-ZDe-icek and lRWY-A lRWY-Di lZDe-icek lAPR lAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration n  
              
 rtotalrRWY-AirRWY-DirZDe-icekrAPRrAPR-ZDe-icekforIteration z  
              
Iz Z0=0 Zn1 
Equations 




































              
  RmaxRWY-Ai RmaxRWY-Di RmaxZDe-icek RmaxAPR RmaxAPR-ZDe-icek and lRWY-Ai lRWY-Di lZDe-icek lAPR lAPR-ZDe-icek for Iteration z  
              
  Variables of 
Zn1 
sik, Rik, pik, 
xijkin each 
iteration 
 Variables of 
Zn2 
sik, Rik, pik, 
xijkin each 
iteration 
   Variables of 
Znz 
sik, Rik, pik, 
xijkin each 
iteration 
   Variables of 
Znw 





Figure1: Process for applying the proposed problem-solving method to the problem RM-MA using scheduling theory 
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Algorithm for the case of clearing snow from stretches of the manoeuvring area of airports 
3. Case Study: Application of the model to manoeuvring area T4S of Adolfo 
Suárez Madrid-Barajas Airport. 
3.1. Modelling the manoeuvring area. 
We will consider a manoeuvring area at Adolfo Suarez Madrid-Barajas Airport, 
incorporating the apron area of terminal T4S and runways 14L-32R and 18L-36R in 
North configuration, in other words, with 32R for landings and 36R for take-offs. The 
manoeuvring area consists of an apron with stands, both remote and in front of the 
terminal building, and the two runways already mentioned used exclusively for take-
offs and landings. We divided the axes of the taxiways and runways into stretches and 
each was assigned a consecutive number. The stretches are defined by the points of 
intersection with other stretches. 
In total the model has 117 stretches (Figure 2). There are stretches in which snow can be 
cleared in just one pass and others, such as the runways, which require several passes 
and with different configurations of the machines. To calculate the performance of the 
machines we have considered the length of the stretch and have assumed that the snow-
clearing machines operate at a speed of 40 km/h. The assumption is that all stretches 
undergo one pass except for the runway, which requires four. In each stretch the snow-
clearing operation will be carried out at constant speed except at the beginning and the 
end of the stretch where the speed tends to decrease. This variation is considered to be 
negligible for the purposes of the theoretical calculation. The times suggested by the 
model were compared with those achieved in live simulations to validate the 
performance. In the event of a snow-clearing machine operating at a different speed, the 
performance will be adapted.  
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No. of stretches:  117 
Length:   36,289 m  
 
Figure2: Configuration of the manoeuvring area T4S used for the computational tests 
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3.2. Particularisation of the problem-solving methodology 
Bearing in mind the conclusions of the analysis carried out on the method, we 
proceeded to solve the problem using successive iterations to approach the final 
solution. In each iteration the three zones, Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3, were processed. 
(Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6). 
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Figure5: Configuration of manoeuvring area T4S, Zone 2 
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Figure6: Configuration of manoeuvring area T4S, Zone 3 
 
Given the geometry of the manoeuvring area, H subsets of significant points were 
particularised into five subsets. We considered one landing runway, one take-off 
runway, one de-icing apron and, therefore, just one subset of stretches to access the de-
icing area from the apron, and one apron. 
JRWY-Ai(fori=1)=  Jarr = (2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19)|Zn1Zn1 
JAPR =   Japron = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20)|Zn2Zn2 
JAPR-ZDe-icek (for k=1) = Jaccdice =(7, 8, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30)|Zn3Zn3 
JZDe-icek (for k=1) =  Jdice = (6, 10, 16)|Zn3Zn3 
JRWY-Di (fori=1) =  Jdep = (3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 27, 29)|Zn3Zn3 
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Figure7: Process to apply the particularised solution method to the manoeuvring area of T4S 
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3.3. Computational Results 
Figures 8, 9 and 10 demonstrates the results of the final iteration. 
 
Figure8: Results Zone 1 Iteration 3 
 
Figure9: Results Zone 2 Iteration 3 
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4. Conclusions and Discussion 
There is an optimal solution for removing snow from stretches of the manoeuvring area. 
In this article we have presented an algorithm for a single machine based on algorithms 
proposed by the authors Bianco et al. 1997 and Guinet 1993 for DMAN and AMAN 
problems, to resolve RM-MA problem, and a method of resolution based on an iterative 
process in which the manoeuvring area is divided into zones with a starting node and a 
final node.  
Each zone must accommodate subsets of significant stretches from the point of view of 
Winter Operations. The plan covers runways, rapid exit taxiways and taxiways up to the 
apron. It also includes the stand apron, taxiways from the stand apron to the de-icing 
apron, take-off runways and taxiways providing access to the head-of-runway from the 
de-icing zone. The aim of the method proposed in this article is to optimise the time 
taken by a convoy of machines to remove snow. The algorithm takes account of the 
technology of the snow-clearing machines, and the width of the taxiways and runways. 
The results of the method, such as the estimated time taken to remove snow during the 
contingency plan, should be incorporated into the sequencing of arriving and departing 
flights. 
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